This release delivers several NEW drivers offering connectivity to Dream Report partner products.

A number of general enhancements benefit all current customers that use Dream Report for ad-hoc analysis and advanced statistics with tables.

4.82 also includes a great number of smaller SCRs (Software Change Requests). Please see the release notes in the Dream Report Documentation Directory for additional details.

Release Themes

Now the official solution for AVEVA’s ClearSCADA
- Historical Values
- Historical Messages
- Realtime Data

OSIsoft PI Connectivity with Asset Framework Support
Wonderware Online InSight Improved Connectivity
Dream Report Advanced ODBC Driver Improvements
Enhanced Flexibility in the Automatic Statistic Table
Ability to Reference Table Footers in Statistics
Support for Excel Macro Workbook Format .xlsm

Version 4.82 New Features

The Dream Report Value Proposition

The Reports and Information Distribution You Want, Not Just the Ones You Need
Other reporting and information sharing solutions are so difficult to set up and maintain that you only focus on the reports and data dashboards that are absolutely necessary. Dream Report changes the paradigm. With Dream Report, reports and interactive dashboards are so easy, you’ll be generating and sharing all the reports you’ve ever wanted, and that’s good for your business. Dream Report - Taming that ocean of data.

Dream Report by Ocean Data Systems
www.DreamReport.net
NEW ClearSCADA Drivers

- Historic Values
- Historic Messages
- Real-time Values

Dream Report is the official solution for industrial reports and dashboards based on data from ClearSCADA.

NEW OSIsoft PI Historian and Asset Framework Drivers

- ODBC Driver for Historical Values
- Web Services Driver for AF Real-Time
- Web Services Driver for AF Historical Data

Dream Report is now the leading industrial solution for use with OSIsoft PI Historian.

Enhanced Advanced ODBC Driver

- New #AddressId# token for custom script queries
- New #SQC# token for custom script queries
- Support of “milliseconds since 01/01/1970” date type

Enhanced Wonderware Online InSight Driver

- Data Quality Filtering
- Performance Enhancements

Enhancements for All Users

- AST Enhanced for Ad-hoc Use
- Addressable Table Footers
- Excel Workbook Format .xlsm Supported
- Web Portal – Selectable Export Delimiter

Dream Report - Reporting So Easy, You Can Finally Get All the Compliance and Performance - Reports and Dashboards that You Want!